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Members Update Sheet 
 
 
 

Item 3 NYM/2020/0597/LB 
 
Parish - Hinderwell Parish Council strongly supports this application. Greylands Farmhouse 
has been proven to have irreparable windows and door. 

 
Replacement Heritage sliding sash windows with double glazed panes would not detract 
from its appearance or heritage value within Hinderwell. 

 
We would like to see that the replacement double glazed windows will exactly match the 
older windows in the property thereby ensuring it is fit for habitation in future years. 

 
 
Additional Background Information - The applicant has submitted additional information in 
support of the application. 
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Additional Information from NYMNPA Building Conservation Officer 
 
Overview of national guidance on an approach to windows in Listed Buildings 
(Chapter 6 of Historic England’s: Traditional Windows) 

 

1. Historic windows – repair where possible, where replacement necessary they should 
be replaced with accurate copies (includes single glazing) 

2. Windows which are later replacements but are traditional in style - repair where 
possible, where replacement necessary they should be replaced with accurate 
copies (includes single glazing) 

3. Historic or traditional replacement windows which do not contain historic glass it may 
be possible to introduce double glazing to the existing frames. There might be 
compatibility issues e.g. the need for thicker frames, which would harm significance 
and in such cases other thermal upgrading solutions should be sought (secondary 
glazing, thermal strips etc) 

4. Unsympathetic windows (e.g. storm-proof casements) – replacing these with 
traditional windows either single or slim-line double glazing might cause no additional 
harm. 

5. Where a new window or glazing is agreed broken reflections in multipane windows 
should be replicated and where elevations have high aesthetic value - a whole 
elevation approach should be taken (not a mixture of window patterns or glazing 
types) 

Repair benefits 

Heritage benefits 

 Maintains integrity of historic fabric 
 Promotes craft knowledge 
 Good conservation practice 

Other benefits 

 Original frames carbon negative 
 Promotes local business (joiners) 
 Environmental benefits - replacement uses 3 x as much material (plus sequested 

carbon released from old window). 

N.B There are no environmental benefits to the proposals which cannot be achieved or 
surpassed by other means which are often more sensitive and/or cost effective 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
(Photo showing the difference a few changes in detail can make) 
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Proposals seek Listed Building consent for installation of 7 no. replacement windows and 1 
no. replacement door to front elevation. 

 

Agreed facts 

 The windows are historic or later reproductions of historic window pattern 
 Evidence submitted shows some windows are beyond repair 
 No crown or cylinder glass 

o Although the Authority later noted that there may be some earlier plate glass. 

Do the proposals comply with guidance? 
 

No - As the windows are historic or later replacements that are traditional in style they should 
be repaired where possible or replaced with accurate copies (in line with points 1 & 2  
above). 

 

 The proposals do not propose repair 
 The replacement frames are not accurate copies (like for like, see slides) 

Elements of the application that are objectionable 

 ‘Off the peg’ design of windows, not like for like 
 Lack of detail with the application (insufficient to determine positively) 
 No public benefit to justify the harm for the application (in line with local or national 

policy) 

What energy enhancements would be supported? 
 

 Insulated blind – achieves a better U-Value, would not require LBC, significantly less 
expensive, and significantly less intrusive 

 Secondary glazing – equal and better U-Values, significantly improved acoustic 
insulation, less expensive, less intrusive 

 If double glazed units could be retrofitted into 
existing frames (or their like for like replacements) 
then we could support this (in line with point 3 
above). This is very unlikely achievable with 4-6-4 
krypton units but might be possible with vacuum 
units – which achieve higher U-Values, improved 
acoustic insulation, are guaranteed for 15 years 
(opposed to 5 years), are 100% recyclable, but do 
present an increase in cost of approximately 11%. 

 
(Example of secondary glazing) 

Greylands, Hinderwell


